
HOW TO STUDY FOR FINAL EXAM

Finals week can be the most stressful time for a student, whether in high school, college or graduate school. Ensure
you're prepared for your exams with these.

Fruit and nuts are particularly good choices during crunch time. The carrot-and-stick approach is indeed for
real. Revolve your focus. Please, stay away from caffeine and energy drinks! Every semester, Fastweb helps
thousands of students pay for school by matching them to scholarships, grants, and internships, for which they
actually qualify. This video guides you through the process of creating and maintaining a well-oiled study
schedule. Fuel your brain with healthy snacks. This will help you focus on the most pertinent information and
prioritize the material. Once you begin studying, bring any questions you have to your teachers. Georgetown
professor and study expert Cal Newport recommends creating a detailed action-based plan that abandons
"studying" as the verb of choice. Of course, all students would love to relax by receiving massages or by the
healing power of dogs before finals I sure would! This article will help you schedule them strategically, use
them well, and avoid pitfalls that can turn a break into an extended procrastination binge. Take a walk and
stretch. That would be extremely weird if I were to yell that out in the middle of a Starbucks. Eating a healthy
snack is very beneficial and can make a significant difference almonds, fruit, and yogurt are good choices. Set
aside a little time each week to sit down and organize your notes and think about what's going well and what's
going badly. How to Remember More of What You Learn by Leveraging the Spacing Effect â€” Your brain
encodes information more efficiently when you add increasingly large intervals of time between your study
sessions. In the absence of a flesh-and-blood study buddy, though, you might find this video helpful! Attend
all class reviews. Switching up your subjects is a helpful way to learn everything for your exams while
preventing burnout on one topic. Discuss the material with your study group This is another active strategy
that is far more effective than re-reading your textbook. Try some of these active strategies to help you study
for final exams more effectively: 1. Create your own study guide. Read your notes again and mark anything
that looks like it would serve well as an essay question. Use Old Tests Collect your old exams from the year or
semester and make a photocopy of each one. Get a good night's sleep. Stay motivated by periodic rewards. By
submitting my email address. For best results, you should make several copies of each old exam and keep
taking the tests until you score perfectly on each one. But what you eat a week in advance matters, too. By
Shaniese Alston Finals week can be a stressful time for all studentsâ€”I know it is for me. Build up your
endurance.


